ABSTRACT. We give an equivalent definition of the stable Calabi-Yau dimension in terms of bimodule syzygies and so-called stably inner automorphisms. Using it, we complete the computation of the stable Calabi-Yau dimensions of the selfinjective algebras of finite representation type which was started
Introduction.
Let k be a field and T be a k-linear hom-finite triangulated category with the shift functor Σ. The category T is called a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category if there is a natural isomorphism
where D = Hom k (−, k). The weak Calabi-Yau dimension of T is the least number n ≥ 0 such that T is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category. This notion was introduced by M. Kontsevich [16] . It allows to interpret the Calabi-Yau property of a variety X in terms of the derived category D b (coh(X)). In [15] B. Keller introduced a modified definition of an n-Calabi-Yau category where the isomorphism (0.1) is compatible in a tricky way with the structure of a triangulated category. We call such a category strong n-Calabi-Yau category. In this article we deal only with weakly n-Calabi-Yau categories. In [10] K. Erdmann and A. Skowroński introduced the notion of stable Calabi-Yau dimension of a self-injective algebra. It is just the (weak) CalabiYau dimension of the stable module category mod-A.
In [1] H. Asashiba classified all self-injective algebras of finite representation type over algebraically closed field modulo derived equivalence. He proved that standard self-injective algebras of finite representation type are determined up to derived equivalence by their type (T, f, t), where T is the tree class, f is the frequency and t is the torsion order. Moreover, it was proved that nonstandard algebras of finite representation type occur only over a field of characteristic 2, and in this case there is only one series of such algebras up to derived equivalence. The following types occur in the case of standard self-injective algebra: Only the following types occur in the case of nonstandard algebras:
9. (D 3n , 1 3 , 1), n ≥ 2.
The stable Calabi-Yau dimension was computed by K. Erdmann, A. Skowroński, J. Bia lkowski and A. Dugas in [4] , [10] , [7] for all standard algebras except the algebras from the case 2 for even n and the case 5 for even r. All these results are collected in [7] .
The goal of this article is to reformulate the notion of stable Calabi-Yau dimension in terms of bimodule syzygies Ω n+1 A e (A), to complete the calculations for the remaining cases of standard algebras, and to compute the stable CalabiYau dimension of nonstandard algebras.
The structure of the paper is the following. In the beginning of the first section we give a definition of stably inner automorphism of a self-injective algebra A. Roughly speaking, an automorphism is stably inner if it acts trivially on the stable module category. The set of such automorphisms is denoted by Inn(A). It is a normal subgroup of the automorphism group of A and it contains all inner automorphisms Inn(A) ◁ Inn(A) ◁ Aut(A). Further, we prove the following theorem. Theorem 1.8. Let A be a self-injective algebra without semisimple blocks. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. mod-A is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category.
Ω n+1
A e (A) ≅ (A ∨ ) ϕ for some ϕ ∈ Inn(A).
Ω −n−1
A e (A) ≅ D(A) ϕ for some ϕ ∈ Inn(A). The second section is devoted to study of stably inner automorphisms. In particular, we prove the following property.
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a self-injective algebra without semisimple blocks, let I be a two-sided ideal of A and ϕ ∈ Inn(A). Then ϕ(I) = I, and ϕ induces an inner automorphism of the quotient algebra A ((0 ∶ I) + I).
Here we denote by (0 ∶ I) the left annihilator of the ideal I. The third section is devoted to the calculation of the stable Calabi-Yau dimension for the remaining cases of self-injective algebras of finite representation type: standard algebras of types (A 2n+1 , r, 2) for even n, (D n , r, 2) for even r and nonstandart algebras of type (D 3n , 1 3 , 1). The results of all the calculations are collected in Table 1 . In this table we denote the greatest common divisor of numbers a and b by (a, b) and by p the characteristic of the ground field k. , r) = 1, l, where 0 < l ≤ r 2 r or p = 2 and r (l − 1)
, r) = 1, 1 + 2l, where 0 ≤ l < r 2 ∤ r and p ≠ 2 and r l(
and 2r l(r + n
2l, where 0 < l < 11r and 11r 12l − 5
1 Stable Calabi-Yau dimension and stably inner automorphisms.
We fix a ground field k. Throughout this paper, all algebras will be unital, associative, finite-dimensional self-injective k-algebras, and all modules and bimodules will be finitely generated. Unless otherwise stated, modules are assumed to be right modules. For an algebra A we denote by mod-A the category of finitely generated right A-modules, by A-mod the category of finitely generated left A-modules, and by bimod-A the category of finitely generated A-bimodules.
Stably inner automorphisms.
For an algebra homomorphism ϕ ∶ A → B we denote by res ϕ ∶ mod-B → mod-A the restriction functor, i.e. a functor M ↦ M ϕ replacing the structure of Bmodule by the structure of A-module by the formula m * a = mϕ(a). It is clear that res ϕ ≅ − ⊗ B B ϕ . Let us remind that an automorphism ϕ of an algebra A is called inner if there exists a ∈ A such that ϕ(x) = a −1 xa for any x ∈ A. A group of all inner automorphisms of A is denoted by Inn(A). It is a normal subgroup of the group Aut Let A be a self-injective algebra and let M, N be A-modules. We denote by P(M, N ) the subset of Hom A (M, N ) consisting of all homomorphisms passing through a projective module M → P → N. The sets P(M, N ) form an ideal of the category mod-A. The stable module category mod-A is a quotient category of mod-A P. It is a triangulated category with a shift functor given by Heller's cosyzygy functor Ω −1 . The set of morphisms from a module M to a module N in the category mod-A is denoted by Hom A (M, N ). It is clear that if we fix an epimorphism from a projective module σ ∶ P ↠ N, a homomorphism lies in P(M, N ) if and only if it can be presented in the form M → P σ ↠ N. For a morphism f in the category mod-A, we denote by f the corresponding morphism in the category mod-A. It is well-known that for modules M and N without projective summands a homomorphism f ∶ M → N is an isomorphism if and only if f ∶ M → N is an isomorphism in the category mod-A.
Let F ∶ mod-A → mod-B be a functor sending projectives to projectives. Then it induces a functor between stable categories which we denote by F ∶ mod-A → mod-B. We denote by Inn(A) a set of all stably inner automorphisms of an algebra A. It is clear that Inn(A) is a normal subgroup of Aut(A).
We stated the definition using right modules, but it is not essential because the following diagram is commutative
where D = Hom k (−, k).
Nakayama functor.
For an algebra A, we consider a functor (−)
Recall that the functor
is called Nakayama functor. It is an autoequivalence if and only if the algebra A is self-injective, and it is isomorphic to the identity functor if and only if A is a symmetric algebra. Now we construct a contravariant endofunctor (−) ∨ on the category of Abimodules. One can consider an A-bimodule as a right module over the enveloping algebra A e = A op ⊗ A, and as a left module over A e . Therefore, we have isomorphisms of the categories bimod-A ≅ mod-A e and bimod-A ≅ A e -mod. If we compose these isomorphisms with the functor (−)
e -mod, we obtain the functor (−)
In other worlds, the space A ⊗ A is equipped by two commuting A-bimodule structures, the outer structure:
and the inner structure:
When we consider A-bimodule homomorphisms f ∶ M → A ⊗ A, we mean the outer bimodule structure on A⊗A, but when we endow the space Hom A e (M, A⊗ A) by an bimodule structure we use the inner bimodule structure on A ⊗ A.
The first of the following isomorphisms is well-known and the second was proved in [13] . 
An algebra A is called a Frobenius algebra if there exists a linear map ε ∶ A → k such that the bilinear form (a, b) ↦ ε(ab) is nondegenerate. In this case ε is called a Frobenius form. Any Frobenius algebra is self-injective. The Nakayama automorphism of a Frobenius algebra A is an automorphism ν ∶ A → A, defined by the equality ε(a ⋅ b) = ε(b ⋅ν(a)), for any a, b ∈ A. It is easy to check that D(A) ≅ Aν, and, consequently, ν ≅ resν. Using the last corollary, we get an isomorphism A ∨ ≅ Aν−1. Hence, we obtain Corollary 1.5. Let A be a Frobenius algebra, and letν be its Nakayama automorphism. Then the following isomorphisms of bimodules hold
Following K. Erdmann and A. Skowroński [10] , we define the stable CalabiYau dimension of A to be the weak Calabi-Yau dimension of the stable module category mod-A. They proved that the functor Ων is a Serre functor of the category mod-A. Therefore, the category mod-A is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category if and only if there is an isomorphism of functors Ω n+1 ≅ ν −1 . Thus, the stable Calabi-Yau dimension of an algebra A is the least number n ≥ 0 such that Ω
Remark 1.6. The category mod-A is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category if and only if the category A-mod is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category. It follows from the commutativity of the following diagrams.
Let A M B be a bimodule which is left A-projective and right B-projective. Then the functor − ⊗ A M ∶ mod-A → mod-B is an exact functor and maps projectives to projectives. Thus, it induces a functor between stable categories, we denote it by − ⊗ st A M ∶ mod-A → mod-B. For example, we have the following isomorphisms
For an A-bimodule M we denote by M A this bimodule considered as a right module, and by A M this bimodule considered as a left module. Lemma 1.7. Let A be an algebra with the radical J and M be a right-left projective A-bimodule. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
We put ϕ(a) ∶= 1 * a. Then ϕ ∶ A → A is a linear map, ϕ(1) = 1, and
Hence, ϕ is an endomorphism of the algebra A.
The proof is obvious.
An algebra A is said to be an algebra without semisimple blocks if A can not be presented in a form A = A 1 × A 2 , where A 1 is a semisimple algebra. This condition is equivalent to the following condition: any simple A-module is non-projective or non-injective. For a self-injective algebra this is equivalent to the requirement that any semisimple module is not projective. In particular, it follows that two semisimple modules are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic in the stable module category. 1. mod-A is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category.
Proof. The implications (2)⇒ (1) and (3)
Let mod-A be a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category. Consider a minimal complete projective resolution P of the bimodule A.
. . .
All P m are projective bimodules, so A (P m ) are projective left modules. The bimodule A A is a projective left module too. Hence, we have that the complex A P is a contractible complex of left modules. Therefore, for any A-module M the complex M ⊗ A P is a complete projective resolution of the module M and
). The minimality of the complete resolution P is equivalent to the inclusion Im(d P m ) ⊆ rad(P m−1 ) for all m ∈ Z. Consider an arbitrary right semisimple module S. Then rad(S ⊗ A P m ) = S ⊗ A rad(P m ) for any integer m, and, consequently, Im(1
. Thus, the complex S ⊗ A P is a minimal complete projective resolution of S. Hence, modules Ker(d A e (A) ≅ ν(S) for any semisimple right module S. Similarly, using the fact that the stable module category of left modules is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category too, we obtain the isomorphisms of left modules Ω
. Combining the obtained isomorphisms, the proposition 1.3, and its analogue for left modules, we get that S ⊗ A M i ≅ S for any semisimple right module S, and M i ⊗ A T ≅ T for any semisimple left module T (i = 1, 2). Denote by J the radical of the algebra A. Therefore, we have 1. mod-A is a weakly n-Calabi-Yau category.
Proof. It follows from the previous theorem and the corollary 1.5.
2 Stably inner automorphisms.
Inner modulo socle automorphisms.
In this subsection we introduce a notion of an inner modulo socle automorphism and prove that any inner modulo socle automorphism is a stably inner automorphism. It gives a lot of examples of stably inner automorphisms which are not inner.
It is well-known that soc(A A ) = soc( A A) if A is a self-injective algebra. We denote briefly soc(A) ∶= soc( A A) and A soc ∶= A soc(A). Any automorphism ϕ of an algebra sends soc(A) to itself. Thus, ϕ induces an automorphism ϕ soc ∶ A soc → A soc. Definition 2.1. An automorphism ϕ of an algebra A is called inner modulo socle if the induced automorphism ϕ soc ∶ A soc → A soc is inner.
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a self-injective algebra and ϕ ∈ Aut(A). If ϕ is inner modulo socle, then it is stably inner.
Proof. Let us consider a functor mod-(A soc) → mod-A obtained by composition of the restriction functor mod-(A soc) → mod-A and the canonical projection mod-A → mod-A. Denote the image of this functor by M. It is well-known that a module over a self-injective algebra has no projective summands if and only if its annihilator includes soc(A). Thus, M is a full subcategory consisting of modules without projective summands, and it is equivalent to the whole category mod-A. Further, the following diagram is commutative.
If ϕ is inner modulo socle, then res ϕ soc ≅ Id. It follows that the functor res ϕ restricted on M is isomorphic to the identity functor too. From the commutativity of the right square we get that res ϕ is isomorphic to the identity functor on the whole category mod-A.
Action of a stably inner automorphism on modules.
It is well-known that two modules without projective summands are isomorphic in the stable module category if and only if they are isomorphic as modules. It follows that for a stably inner automorphism ϕ and a module M without projective summands there is an isomorphism M ≅ M ϕ . In this subsection we prove that this isomorphism holds for any module. At first, we prove a technical lemma which we need further.
For any A-module M we choose submodules M P and P M such that M = M P ⊕ P M , the module M P has no projective summands, and the module P M is projective. For a homomorphism f ∶ M → N we denote by f P ∶ M P → N P the composition of f with the inclusion M P → M and the projection N → N P . For homomorphisms f, g ∶ M → N the equality f P = g P includes f = g. It is wellknown that for a homomorphism f ∶ M → N the morphism f is an isomorphism if and only if f P is an isomorphism (for example, see the proof of the lemma 8.1 in [2] ). Proof. Since S ≅ S ϕ for any simple module S, we get top(P ϕ ) = top(P ) ϕ ≅ top(P ) for any projective module P . Using that P ϕ is a projective module, we obtain P ≅ P ϕ for any projective module P.
Let us choose a homomorphismf ∶ M → M ϕ such thatf = Φ. It is clear that (f ) P is an isomorphism. Since res ϕ is an additive functor, we get
Using the Krull-Schmidt theorem, we obtain P M ≅ P Mϕ .
Denote this isomorphism by
θ ∶ P M → P Mϕ . Then we present modules as a direct sum M = M P ⊕ P M , M ϕ = (M ϕ ) P ⊕ P Mϕ and define an isomorphism f ∶ M → M ϕ by the formula f = (f ) P ⊕ θ M . Finally, since (f ) P = (f ) P , we obtain f =f = Φ.
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a self-injective algebra without semisimple blocks, and ϕ is a stably inner automorphism of A. Then for any A-module M there is an (not necessarily natural) isomorphism
Proof. Since the algebra A has no semisimple blocks, any simple A-module is non-projective. Thus, the isomorphism S ≅ S ϕ in the category mod-A includes the isomorphism S ≅ S ϕ for any simple module S. Hence, we can use the previous lemma and lift the isomorphisms Φ M ∶ M → M ϕ from the stable module category to the category of modules.
Stable cyclic module category.
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. Denote by cycl-A the full subcategory of mod-A consisting of cyclic modules. Any cyclic module is isomorphic to a module of the form A I, where I is a right ideal. Denote by cycl 0 -A the full subcategory of cycl-A consisting of modules of the form A I. Then the inclusion ι ∶ cycl 0 -A → cycl-A is an equivalence. We denote by cycl-A and cycl 0 -A the associated subcategories in the category mod-A. The functor res ϕ maps cyclic modules to cyclic modules. Denote by res cycl ϕ ∶ cycl-A → cycl-A its restriction.
In this subsection we investigate these categories and the action of res cycl ϕ on them.
For right ideals I, J of A we put (J ∶ I) ∶= {a ∈ A aI ⊆ J}. Let us notice that (J ∶ I) is a vector subspace and J ⊆ (J ∶ I).
Lemma 2.5. The map f ↦ f (1 + I) gives the isomorphism:
Proof. The proof is obvious. . In other words, it is sufficient to prove that f ∈ P(A I, A J) if and only if f = (c ⋅) where c ∈ (0 ∶ I).
We know that f ∈ P(A I, A J) if and only if f is presented as a composition f = σg, where g ∶ A I → A is a homomorphism and σ ∶ A ↠ A J is the canonical projection. The canonical projection σ can be written as σ = (1⋅). Using the last lemma we obtain that any homomorphism g ∶ A I → A can be presented in the form g = (c ⋅), where c ∈ (0 ∶ I). Thus, f ∈ P(A I, A J) if and only if f can be presented in the form f = (1⋅)(c ⋅) = (c ⋅), where c ∈ (0 ∶ I).
Let ϕ be an automorphism of an algebra A. We define the endofunctor r ϕ on the category cycl 0 -A as follows:
Lemma 2.7. Let ϕ be an automorphism of an algebra A. Then there is an isomorphism res
Proof. Let I be a right ideal of the algebra A. Then the map a+ϕ 
We leave this verification to the reader.
Automorphisms acting trivially on the stable cyclic module category.
If ϕ is a stably inner automorphism, the restricted functor res cycl ϕ is isomorphic to the identity functor. Thus, we have the following inclusions of groups.
inner modulo socle automorphisms
We are interested in the middle group, but it is difficult to describe this group explicitly. The left group is clear. In the following theorem we describe the right group. It will give us some properties of stably inner automorphisms. 
for any I, J, a ∈ (J ∶ I) and the proposition 2.6, it follows that ϕ(a)ξ I − ξ J a ∈ (0 ∶ I) + ϕ(J). Conversely, if conditions ξ I ∈ (ϕ(I) ∶ I) and ϕ(a)ξ I − ξ J a ∈ (0 ∶ I) + ϕ(J) for any a ∈ (J ∶ I) hold, the family {ξ I } defines the morphism of functors f ∶ Id → r ϕ −1 . Moreover, if we replace the family {ξ I } with a family {ξ If the element ξ I is invertible, the condition ξ I ∈ (ϕ(I) ∶ I) is equivalent to ϕ(I) = ξ I I. It is sufficient to prove that a morphism of functors f is an isomorphism if and only if we can choose invertible elements ξ I such that f A I = (ξ I ⋅).
If elements ξ I ∈ (ϕ(I) ∶ I) are invertible, then ξ I I = ϕ(I), hence, I = ξ Let now f be an isomorphism. From the lemma 2.3 it follows that we can choose {ξ I } such that f A I = (ξ I ⋅) and that (ξ I ⋅) ∶ A I → A ϕ(I) is an isomorphism in the category mod-A. Using the lemma 2.5, we obtain that there exist λ I ∈ (I ∶ ϕ(I)) such thatξ I λ I − 1 ∈ ϕ(I). Hence, we get an equality ϕ(I)+ξ I A = A. From [3, Ch III, 2.8] it follows that there exist invertible elements ξ I ∈ ϕ(I) +ξ I . Thus, we have found invertible elements ξ I such that f A I = (ξ I ⋅).
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a self-injective algebra without semisimple blocks, and let I be a two-sided ideal of A and ϕ ∈ Inn(A). Then ϕ(I) = I, and ϕ induces an inner automorphism on the quotient algebra A ((0 ∶ I) + I).
Proof. Since ϕ is a stably inner automorphism, there is a family {ξ I } satisfying conditions of the previous theorem. For a two-sided ideal I, we have ϕ(I) = ξ I I = I. Hence, from the condition ϕ(a)ξ I − ξ I a ∈ (0 ∶ I) + I for any a ∈ (I ∶ I) = A, it follows that ϕ induces an inner automorphism on A ((0 ∶ I) + I). 
We denote by soc
Proof. The property soc for any arrow α. And since e i ξ 0 = ξ 0 e i , we obtain ϕ(e i ) − e i ∈ rad(A). This completes the proof.
Spectroid point of view.
Recall that spectroid is a (small) k-linear hom-finite category S such that its different objects are not isomorphic and the algebra of endomorphisms S(s, s) is local for any s ∈ S. For any spectroid S we consider the algebra A(S) = ⊕ s,t∈S S(s, t). If S has finitely many objects, A(S) is a unital algebra and 1 = ∑ s∈S id s .
Let T be a full subspectroid of S. For any two objects s, s where f i can be presented as a composition s → t i → s ′ , for some t i ∈ T . Then denote by S T the category such that Ob(S T ) = Ob(S) ∖ Ob(T ), and
It is easy to verify that the composition is well-defined and S T is a spectroid.
For a translation quiver Γ = (Q, τ, σ) we denote by k(Γ) the mesh-spectroid (mesh-category) of Γ (see [6] ).
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. Denote by G(A) the full subcategory of mod-A, whose objects form a complete set of nonisomorphic projective indecomposable modules. It is clear that G(A) is a spectroid. If A is a basic algebra, than A(G(A)) ≅ A. We denote by ind(A) the full subcategory of mod-A, whose objects form a complete set of nonisomorphic indecomposable modules. We will always assume that G(A) ⊂ ind(A). We denote by ind(A) the full subcategory of mod-A, whose objects form a complete set of nonisomorphic nonprojective indecomposable modules. In other words, ind(A) = ind(A) G(A).
Let A be a basic algebra and e 1 , . . . , e n be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents. Then {P i = e i A 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is a complete set of nonisomorphic projective indecomposable modules, and we will assume that Ob(G(A)) = {P i 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. It is clear that G(A)(P i , P j ) ≅ e j Ae i . Let ϕ be an automorphism such that ϕ({e 1 , . . . , e n }) = {e 1 , . . . , e n }. For the sake of simplicity, the corresponding permutation on the set {1, . . . , n} we denote by the same symbol ϕ. Then ϕ(e i ) = e ϕ(i) . For a such ϕ we define the autofunctor G(ϕ) ∶ G(A) → G(A) by the formulas G(ϕ)(
An autofunctor Φ ∶ ind(A) → ind(A) is called an extension of G(ϕ) if Φ(G(A)) = G(A) and Φ G(A) = G(ϕ). Such a functor induces an autofunctor on ind(A) = ind(A) G(A) which we denote by Φ.
Lemma 2.12. Let A be a basic algebra, e 1 , . . . , e n be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents, ϕ be an automorphism of A such that ϕ({e 1 , . . . , e n }) = {e 1 , . . . , e n }. Then the following conditions hold.
If Φ is an extension of the functor
Proof.
(1) The autofunctor res ϕ maps indecomposable modules to indecomposable modules. Thus, for any indecomposable module M there exists a module in ind(A) isomorphic to M ϕ . Denote it by Φ(M ). The equality
It is a well-defined functor. Moreover, Φ(P i ) = P ϕ −1 (i) = G(ϕ)(P i ), and for a⋅ ∶ P i → P j we have
and, consequently, Φ(a⋅) = G(ϕ)(a⋅). Therefore, Φ is an extension of G(ϕ) on ind(A).
(2) Let Φ be an extension of G(ϕ) on ind(A). Consider an indecomposable module M and an element m ∈ M. Then me i ⋅ ∶ P i → M is a module homomorphism. Then the homomorphism Φ(me i ⋅) ∶ P ϕ −1 (i) → Φ(M ) is a multiplication homomorphism by an element which we denote by τ M (me i ) ∈ Φ(M )e ϕ −1 (i) . We define the map
Let us check that τ M ∶ M ϕ → Φ(M ) is a module homomorphism. We have:
is a module isomorphism. Now we will check that τ = {τ M } M is a morphism of functors res ϕ ○ ι → ι ○ Φ. Let f ∶ M → N be a homomorphism of indecomposable modules in ind(A). Let us verify that the following diagram is commutative.
We have:
Applying the last equality to e ϕ −1 (i) , we obtain
.
structed in the previous part of the proof. It is easy to check that isomorphisms
satisfying the required property. Proof. From the last lemma it follows that the following diagram of functors is (weak) commutative.
The functor ι is an inclusion. Hence, if ϕ is a stably inner automorphism, then Φ ≅ Id.
On the other hand, if Φ ≅ Id, then res ϕ ○ι ≅ ι. Hence, using the Krull-Schmidt theorem, we obtain res ϕ ≅ Id.
Example: the algebra k[t] t n .
In this subsection we compute the group of stably inner automorphisms of the algebra k[t] t n . For a real number r we denote by ⌈r⌉ the least integer greater than or equal to r. and only if a 1 = 1 and a 
Proof. If n = 2, any automorphism is inner modulo socle, hence, it is stably inner. Therefore, the statement is obvious. From now on we will assume that n ≥ 3.
The algebra A = k[t] t n is a Nakayama algebra, and hence, any indecomposable module has the form k[t] t i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is well-known that A is a standard algebra. Thus, ind(A) is isomorphic to the mesh-spectroid k(Γ), where Γ is the following translation quiver
and the translation τ ∶ Γ 0 ∖ {0} → Γ 0 ∖ {0} acts trivially. A vertex i of the quiver corresponds to the module k[t] t n−i . Hence, G(A) is a full subspectroid in k(Γ) with the single object 0. Moreover, G(A)(0, 0) ≅ k[t] t n , and this isomorphism maps t to β 0 α 0 . We will identify G(A)(0, 0) with k[t] t n , and t with β 0 α 0 . Further, the spectroid ind(A) = ind(A) G(A) is isomorphic to the mesh-spectroid k(Γ s ), where Γ s is the following translation quiver
and the translation τ = id Γ s 0 acts trivially on all vertices. The syzygy functor Ω induces an autofunctor ω on the spectroid k(Γ s ), which acts by the formula
n−i−1 β n−i−1 and ω(β i ) = (−1) i α n−i−1 . Let ϕ be an automorphism of the algebra A. It is completely defined by the element ϕ(t). Let ϕ(t) = ∑ n−1 k=1 a k t k and a 1 ≠ 0. We set
Since a 1 ≠ 0, the elements T i are invertible. Then we define an autofunctor Φ of the category k(Γ) as identical on objects, and on arrows by the formulas Φ(α i ) = α i T i , Φ(β i ) = β i . In order to prove that the definition is correct we have to prove that the mesh-ideal is invariant under this functor.
The endofunctor Φ is an autofunctor because T i is invertible for any i. Since Φ(t) = Φ(β 0 α 0 ) = tT 0 = ϕ(t), the autofunctor is an extension of G(ϕ 
Case 2. n = 2m + 1. Since A is a symmetric algebra, Ω is a Serre func-
are surjective, and hence they are isomorphisms. It follows that for any y ∈ k(Γ Multiplying by t, we get ϕ(t) − t ∈ (t m+1 ). It follows that ϕ induces the identity automorphism on k[t] t m+1 . Let now ϕ induce the identity automorphism on k[t] t m+1 . Then from ϕ(t)− t ∈ (t m+1 ), it follows that T i − e i ∈ (t m i ). From the inequality min(i, n − i) ≤ m, we obtain T i = e i . Hence, Φ = Id, and ϕ ∈ Inn(A).
3 Self-injective algebras of finite type.
This section is devoted to the calculation of stable Calabi-Yau dimensions for the rest three cases of self-injective algebras of finite representation type over algebraically closed field k. Recall that m ∆ is equal to n, 2n − 3, 11, 17 or 29 when ∆ is A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 or E 8 respectively.
Let Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , s, t) be a quiver and A = kQ I be a bound quiver algebra (where I is an admissible ideal). For u, v ∈ Q 0 we denote by P [v] [u] ∶= Ae v ⊗e u A the indecomposable projective bimodule corresponding to the idempotent e v ⊗ e u . We set P 0 (A e ) to be the category of finitely generated projective bimodules of the form ⊕ P [vi] [ui] . Let σ be an automorphism of the algebra A such that σ({e v v ∈ Q 0 }) = {e v v ∈ Q 0 }. We define the functor σ ∶ P 0 (A
by the following formulas:
3.1 Algebras of type (A 2n+1 , r, 2)
Throughout this subsection, we assume that n is even. Any algebra of type (A 2n+1 , r, 2) is derived equivalent to the algebra A = kQ I where the bound quiver (Q, I) is constructed as follows. The set of vertices is Q 0 = (Z 2rZ × {1 . . . n}) ⊔ Z rZ. For i ∈ Z the corresponding element of Z rZ is denoted again by i and the corresponding element of Z 2rZ is denoted byî. The set of arrows Q 1 of the quiver Q consists of the following elements:
The ideal I is generated by the elements
For the sake of simplicity, we omit brackets in the notation of vertices. Let us define an automorphism σ of the algebra A on generators:
Recall the description of the terms Q t (t ≥ 0) of the minimal bimodule resolution of the algebra A given in [11] . The terms Q t (0 ≤ t ≤ 2n) are described by the following formulas:
Moreover, the terms with numbers exceeding 2n are obtained by the formula
A e (A) of the bimodule A is isomorphic to the twisted module σ −1 A ≅ A σ is noted in the same paper (see also [9] ).
It follows from the corollary 1.9 that in order to compute the stable CalabiYau dimension we have to find the least t ≥ 0 such that Ω t+1 A e (A) ≅ A ν −1 ϕ where ν is Nakayama automorphism of the algebra A and ϕ is a stably inner automorphism. In this case, we have
Then, using the description of Q t (t ≥ 0), it is easy to verify that t + 1 = l(2n + 1) for some l > 0, i.e. Ω can be easily verified. Consequently, if the automorphism νσ l is stably inner then 2r l(r + n + 1) − 1. Existence of such l is equivalent to the fact that GCD(r + n + 1, 2r) = 1.
Suppose that GCD(r + n + 1, 2r) = 1. Let 2r l(r + n + 1) − 1 (in particular l is odd). Let us prove that the automorphism νσ l is stably inner. We assume that Nakayama automorphism ν is constructed using Frobenius form ε ∶ A → k which is equal to −1 on paths αî ,n . . . αî ,0 (−1 ≤ i ≤ r − 2), 1 on all other paths of length n+1 and 0 on all remaining paths. In this case ν satisfies the following equalities:
It is easy to verify the following equalities
where p l ∶ Z 2rZ → Z is defined by the formula
Since l is odd, it is easy to verify that νσ
Hence, the automorphism νσ l (x) is inner, and hence, it is stably inner. The following proposition follows from the above argument.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a self-injective algebra of finite representation type of type (A 2n+1 , r, 2) where n is even, n > 0. Then the stable Calabi-Yau dimension of the algebra A is finite if and only if GCD(r + n + 1, 2r) = 1. If the last mentioned condition is satisfied then the stable Calabi-Yau dimension is equal to l(2n + 1) − 1 where 2r l(r + n + 1) − 1 and 0 < l < 2r.
Algebras of type (D n , r, 2)
Throughout this subsection, we assume that r is even. Any algebra of type (D n , r, 2) is derived equivalent to the algebra A = kQ I where the bound quiver (Q, I) is the following. The set of vertices is
We use in this subsection the following notation: for i ∈ Z the corresponding element in Z rZ (resp. in Z 2rZ) is denoted by i (resp.î). The set of arrows Q 1 of the quiver Q consists of the following elements:
Let us define an automorphism σ of the algebra A on generators:
σ(e i,j ) = e i+n−1,j , σ(α i,j ) = α i+n−1,j (1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2), σ(eî) = e i+n−1+rn , σ(βî) = β i+n−1+rn (1 ≤ i ≤ 2r), σ(γî) = −γ i+n−1+rn (1 ≤ i ≤ 2r, r ∤ i), σ(γî) = γ i+n−1+rn (i ∈ {r, 2r}).
Recall the description of the terms Q t (t ≥ 0) of the bimodule resolution of the algebra A (see [17] ). The terms Q t (0 ≤ t ≤ 2n − 4) are described by the following formulas: (m = 0, . . . , n − 3).
Moreover, the terms with numbers exceeding 2n − 4 are obtained by the formula Q l(2n−3)+t = σ l (Q t ) (0 ≤ t ≤ 2n − 4, l ≥ 1). Moreover, the fact that (2n − 3)-th syzygy Ω
2n−3
A e (A) of the A e -module A is isomorphic to twisted module σ −1 A ≅ A σ is noted in the same paper.
By corollary 1.9 we have to find the least t ≥ 0 such that Ω t+1 A e (A) ≅ A ν −1 ϕ where ν is Nakayama automorphism of the algebra A and ϕ is a stably inner automorphism. In this case we have
and
Then, using the description of Q t (t ≥ 0), it is easy to prove that t + 1 = l(2n − 3) for some l > 0, i.e. Ω
Nonstandard algebras
It follows from [1] that all nonstandard algebras are of type (D 3n , 1 3 , 1) and this type determines them up to the derived equivalence. Moreover, nonstandard algebras exist only over fields of characteristic 2.
Any nonstandard algebra of type (D 3n , 1 3 , 1) is derived equivalent to the algebra A = kQ I where the bound quiver (Q, I) is constructed as follows. The set of vertices is Q 0 = {0, . . . , n − 1}. The set of arrows Q 1 of the quiver Q consists of the following elements:
Also we introduce the auxiliary notation: ν i = α n−1 . . . α i , µ i = α i−1 . . . α 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
The ideal I is generated by the elements α 0 α n−1 + α 0 βα n−1 , β 2 − ν 0 and µ i ν i , where i = 1, . . . , max(n − 2, 1). σ(e i ) = e i , σ(α i ) = α i (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), σ(β) = β + β 2 + β 3 .
By definition, we put: The following description of the terms Q t (t ≥ 0) of the bimodule resolution of the algebra A is represented in [18] .
1. If n is even then Q 2m = T 2m for 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, Q 4m+1 = T 4m+1 for 0 ≤ m ≤ . Moreover, Q l(2n−1)+t = Q t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2n − 2.
2. If n is odd then Q 2m = T 2m for 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, Q 4m+1 = T 4m+1 , Q 4m+3 = T . Moreover, Q l(4n−2)+t = Q t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 4n − 3, l ∈ N.
Moreover, the fact that Ω
4n−2
A e (A) ≅ A for all n and Ω
2n−1
A e (A) ≅ σ A ≅ A σ for even n as A e -modules is noted in the same paper. It follows from the corollary 1.9 that in order to compute the stable CalabiYau dimension we have to find the least t ≥ 0 such that Ω t+1 A e (A) ≅ A ϕ where ϕ is a stably inner automorphism (the Nakayama automorphism is equal to identity here). It is clear that Q t+1 = (Q 0 ) ϕ ≅ T 0 and Q t+2 = (Q 1 ) ϕ ≅ T 1 in this case. It follows that that the Calabi-Yau dimension of the algebra A is equal to 4n − 3 if n is odd and equal to either 2n − 2 or 4n − 3 if n is even. The following lemma allows to find exact answer for even n.
